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ABSTRACT

A nonlinear singularity-preserving solution to seismic image recovery with sparseness and

continuity constraints is proposed. We observe that curvelets, as a directional frame expan-

sion, lead to sparsity of seismic images and exhibit invariance under the normal operator

of the linearized imaging problem. Based on this observation we derive a method for stable

recovery of the migration amplitudes from noisy data. The method corrects the amplitudes

during a post-processing step after migration, such that the main additional cost is one ap-

plication of the normal operator, i.e. a modeling followed by a migration. Asymptotically

this normal operator corresponds to a pseudodifferential operator, for which a convenient
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diagonal approximation in the curvelet domain is derived, including a bound for its error

and a method for the estimation of the diagonal from a compound operator consisting of

discrete implementations for the scattering operator and its adjoint the migration opera-

tor. The solution is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem where sparsity in the

curvelet domain as well as continuity along the imaged reflectors are jointly promoted. To

enhance sparsity, the `1-norm on the curvelet coefficients is minimized, while continuity is

promoted by minimizing an anisotropic diffusion norm on the image. The performance of

the recovery scheme is evaluated with a time-reversed ’wave-equation’ migration code on

synthetic datasets, including the complex SEG/EAGE AA′ salt model.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces a general-purpose algorithm for the stable recovery of the ampli-

tudes in seismic images. The method involves the inversion in dimension d of a zero-order

pseudodifferential operator (PsDO ) of the type

(
Ψf

)
(x) =

∫
Rd

e−ix·ξa(x, ξ)f̂(ξ)dξ (1)

with

f̂(ξ) =
1

(2π)d

∫
Rd

f(x)eix·ξdx (2)

the Fourier transform with x, ξ ∈ Rd the spatial coordinate and wavenumber vectors and

a(x, ξ) the symbol of the pseudodifferential operator. Under certain conditions that include

no grazing rays and high-frequency asymptotics, the above linear operator describes seismic

data after imaging (45; 20; 41). A seismic image is derived from noisy data given by

d(xs, xr, t) =
(
Km

)
(xs, xr, t) + n(xs, xr, t) (3)

with K the linearized Born scattering operator, m(x) the model with the reflectivity and

n zero-mean standard deviation σ white Gaussian noise. The seismic data volume is a

function of the source and receiver positions, xs ∈ Rd−1 and xr ∈ Rd−1 and of time, t ∈ R+
0 .

After applying the migration operator KT , (the symbol T is reserved for the transpose), to

the data volume an “image” is obtained according to

(KT d)(x) =
(
KT Km

)
(x) +

(
KT

)
n(x)

y(x) =
(
Ψm

)
(x) + e(x). (4)

This equation for the image y corresponds to the normal equation and contains contributions

from the normal operator, Ψ, as well as from imaged noise e. The operator K preserves
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the singularities in y, i.e., KT Km ≈ Id m with Id the identity matrix and the symbol ≈

indicating equality in the locations of the singularities. With the increased demand for

high-quality images, the above approximation of Ψ ≈ Id is no longer justifiable because

it may lead to errors in the relative amplitudes of the imaged reflectors. Our main goal

is to derive a method that recovers these imaged amplitudes, i.e. estimate models m from

“images” y with clutter.

Existing approaches

With the increasing demand for hydrocarbons and the increasingly hard to image (subsalt),

the recovery of correct seismic amplitudes has become more challenging. Approaches in

the extensive literature on this topic range from least-squares migration, where the normal

or Gramm matrix is inverted with Krylov subspace methods (see e.g. 33; 14; 20), to

high-frequency (microlocal) methods (see e.g. 45; 20; 41), where the normal operator is

inverted based on ray-asymptotic arguments, to methods that apply a diagonal scaling (see

e.g. (37; 26; 36) and more recently (42)) to approximately invert the Gramm operator of

’wave-equation’ migration. These scaling methods either calculate the weighting analytically

(45; 36), based on certain assumptions regarding the acquisition and velocity model, or

estimate the diagonal weighting from the action of the normal operator on some reference

vector, an idea first suggest by Symes and reported in (17). In this paper, a similar approach

is followed, where the normal operator is replaced by a diagonal matrix acting on the curvelet

coefficients of the image (7; 27).
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Our approach

The computational cost of evaluating the migration operator is O(nd+2) for a d-dimensional

image with n samples in each direction. This large cost makes it a major challenge to

conduct least-squares migration for d > 2 or large n (33; 14; 20; 30; 31; 36; 30). We

address this issue by exploiting recently developed curvelet frames. These frame expansions

compress seismic images (see e.g. 7; 27, for the compression of seismic data and Fig. 1 for

the compression of a typical migrated seismic image) and consist of a collection of frame

elements ’curvelets’ that are invariant under PsDO ’s. These two properties allow for the

development of an approach similar to the so-called wavelet-vaguelette method (WVD) (see

e.g. 21; 10; 32). In this approach, scale-invariant homogeneous operators are nonlinearly

inverted, using the eigenfunction-like behavior of wavelets and curvelets.

Our main contribution to earlier ideas on stable seismic image recovery (see e.g. 28) is

threefold: First, the WVD method is extended to expanding PsDO ’s with respect to redun-

dant curvelet frames. Second, it is observed that order-zero pseudodifferential operators

with homogeneous principal symbols act approximately as a multiplication on curvelets.

This property implies that such operators can be approximated by a diagonal matrix act-

ing on curvelet coefficients of an image, followed by an inverse curvelet transform. We

refer to this procedure as a curvelet-domain diagonal approximation (or weighting) that

becomes more accurate for smaller scales (higher frequencies). Third, a formulation for the

amplitude recovery is presented in terms of a nonlinear sparsity-and continuity-enhancing

optimization problem.

After discretization, the nonlinear optimization problem for the seismic amplitude re-
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covery (see e.g. 48; 13; 18) has the following form

Pε :


x̃ = minx J(x) subject to ‖y −Ax‖2 ≤ ε

m̃ =
(
AT

)† x̃.

(5)

During the optimization, the vector x is optimized with respect to the penalty functional

J(x) and the `2-data misfit. The term sparsity vector is used for x to stress the point that

the magnitude-sorted coefficients of this vector are of rapid decay, by virtue of compression

by curvelet frames.

The above optimization problem is solved for the model by finding a coefficient vector x̃

that minimizes the penalty term subject to fitting the data to within a noise-level dependent

tolerance level ε. The ’tilde’ symbol ( ˜ ) is reserved for vectors that solve a nonlinear

optimization problem. The penalty functional J(x) is designed to promote the sparsity of

the image in the curvelet domain as well as continuity along the imaged reflectors. Bold

lowercase symbols refer to discretized vectors and bold uppercase symbols to discretized

operators. Non-boldface symbols refer to continuous infinite dimensional functions and

operators.

Estimates for the model m̃ are calculated by applying the pseudo-inverse (denoted by

the symbol †) of the analysis matrix to x̃. This analysis matrix is given by the adjoint

of the synthesis matrix (AT ). This synthesis is given by the diagonally-weighted curvelet

synthesis matrix with a weighting designed such that

AAT r ' Ψr. (6)

In this expression, r represents an appropriately chosen discrete reference vector and Ψ the

discrete normal operator, formed by compounding the discrete scattering and its transpose

the migration operator, i.e., Ψ := KTK with the symbol := denoting ’defined as’. The
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symbol ' is used to denote that this expression is approximate, a statement we will make

more precise with a bound on the error.

After forming the normal operator with one’s favorite numerical implementation for the

migration operator and its adjoint, our amplitude recovery method consists of the following

steps:

1. Calculate an appropriate reference vector, r, from the data that is close enough to

the unknown image. Typically, this reference vector is defined by a conventional

image to which a simple amplitude correction is applied valid for a constant velocity

background medium;

2. Estimate a diagonal curvelet-domain weighting that approximates the normal operator

on the reference vector. This diagonal defines the synthesis matrix A;

3. Estimate x̃ by solving the nonlinear optimization problem Pε. This program inverts

the synthesis matrix;

4. Calculate the model m̃ from the recovered coefficient vector x̃ through the pseudo-

inverse of AT .

The proposed recovery method derives from two essential properties of curvelet frames,

namely the ability of this signal representation to compress seismic images and the invariance

of curvelets under the normal operator. Fig. 1 and 2 are included to stress the importance

of these properties by confirming that a real migrated image can accurately be recovered

from only 3% of the curvelet coefficients, while curvelets remain invariant under the normal

operator defined for a smooth background velocity model.
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Outline

First, a diagonal approximation of the normal operator in the curvelet domain is derived.

The error of this approximation is bounded, using properties of the curvelet tiling of phase

space. In this derivation, use is made of the property that the normal operator can be

described as a zero-order pseudodifferential operator. Next, a method is proposed to esti-

mate the diagonal weighting matrix that uses the property that the symbol of the normal

operator is smooth in phase space and positive. This diagonal approximation leads to an ap-

proximate seismic image representation by a diagonally-weighted curvelet transform. With

this representation, the seismic image amplitudes can be recovered by solving a nonlinear

optimization problem. During this optimization problem, the image is recovered by mini-

mizing the data mismatch while promoting sparsity in the curvelet domain and continuity

along imaged reflectors. This paper is concluded by applying the algorithm to a synthetic

data set derived from the SEG AA′ salt model.

APPROXIMATION OF THE NORMAL OPERATOR

The primary focus of seismic imaging is to locate singularities in the earth’s elastic proper-

ties from seismic data recorded at the surface (2; 19; 45; 40; 4; 5). A seismic survey consists

of multiple seismic experiments in which both the location of the sources and receivers are

varied along the surface. The acquired data is subsequently used to create images of the

singularities in the subsurface. The main purpose of the recovery method presented in this

paper is to recover the relative amplitudes of seismic images from data that is possibly

contaminated with noise. For this purpose, a diagonal approximation of the normal oper-

ator in the curvelet domain is presented. This approximation derives from the invariance
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properties of curvelets under the normal operator (see Fig. 2). The approximation leads to

a SVD-like decomposition for the normal operator and makes the large-scale seismic image

recovery problem amenable to a solution by nonlinear optimization.

Zero-order imaging operators

In the high-frequency limit, the scattering operator and the normal operator can, under

certain conditions on the medium and ray-geometry, be considered as Fourier Integral Op-

erators (FIO’s) (45). In dimension two (d = 2), the scattering operator, K, and its adjoint

the migration operator, KT , can both be considered as FIO’s of order 1
4 , while the lead-

ing behavior for their composition, the normal operator Ψ, corresponds to an order-one

invertible elliptic PsDO (45; 20; 41). To make this PsDOamenable to an approximation by

curvelets, the following substitutions are made for the scattering operator and the model:

K 7→ K (−∆)−1/2 and m 7→ (−∆)1/2 m with ((−∆)αf)∧(ξ) = |ξ|2α · f̂(ξ). Alternatively,

these operators can be made zero-order by composing the data side with a 1/2-order frac-

tional integration along the time coordinate, i.e., K 7→ ∂
−1/2
t K (see e.g. 4). After these

substitutions, the normal operator Ψ becomes zero-order. Similar substitution are made in

the WVD methods where vaguelettes are introduced according to the same mappings.

Our seismic image amplitude problem is different from the recovery of images in ill-

posed problems such as inverting the Radon transform (10). In our case, the ill-posedness

comes from small values of the symbol at certain positions and wave numbers and is not

related to the ill-posedness stemming from the inversion of a normal operator that acts as

a (fractional) inverse Laplacian. Our normal operator, without the above substitutions,

acts as a (fractional) Laplacian. This behavior makes the problem ill-posed for the low-
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frequencies. Since seismic data and the approximations of the operators are both high-

frequency, this ill-posedness is negated. The ill-posedness that is a concern are the entries

in the symbol of the normal operator that correspond to regions in the model space that

are badly insonified.

Curvelet frames

Curvelets are directional frames that represent a specific tiling of the two-/three-dimensional

frequency plane into multiscale and multi-angular wedges (see Fig. 3). Because the di-

rectional sampling increases every-other scale doubling, curvelets become more and more

anisotropic at finer and finer scales. They become ’needle-like’ as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Curvelets are localized in Fourier space and their smoothness in this domain leads to a

rapid decay in the physical domain. Their effective support is given by ellipsoids with a

width ∝ 2j/2 and length ∝ 2j and an angle θjl = 2πl2bj/2c with j the scale and l the

angular index. Curvelets are indexed by the multi-index µ := (j, l, k) ∈ M with M the

multi-index set running over all scales, j, angles, l, and positions k (see for details 7; 49).

Following (7), define the continuous curvelet family for x ∈ R2 as

ϕµ(x) = 23j/4ϕ(DjRθjl
x− k), (7)

where

• ϕ(x) is a smooth bell-shaped function in the horizontal direction and oscillatory in

the vertical direction;

• Dj = diag(2j , 2bj/2c) is the parabolic scaling matrix;

• Rθjl
is the rotation matrix over angles θjl = 2πl2−bj/2c with 0 ≤ θjl < 2π;
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• k = (k1, k2) ∈ Z2 the translation parameters.

In the frequency domain, curvelets are compactly supported and each element ϕ̂µ(ξ) is

localized near the symmetric wedge

Wjl = {±ξ, 2j ≤ |ξ| ≤ 2j+1, |θ − θjl| ≤ π.2−bj/2c},

The number of wedges doubles every other scale doubling and hence the directional selec-

tivity increases for finer scales (see Fig. 3). For each µ ∈ M, the curvelet coefficients are

given by the inner product

cµ = 〈f, ϕµ〉 :=
∫
R2

f(x)ϕµ(x)dx (8)

of a function f ∈ L2(R2) with a curvelet ϕµ ∈ L2(R2). Curvelets are tight frames, so we

have the following reconstruction formula

f =
∑
µ∈M

cµϕµ = CT Cf, (9)

by virtue of the energy conservation

∑
µ∈M

|cµ|2 = ‖f‖L2(R2), ∀ f ∈ L2(R2), (10)

with C and CT the curvelet decomposition and composition, respectively. Refer to (7),

for details on the construction of the fast discrete curvelet transform (FDCT) in dimension

two.

Diagonal approximation of PsDO ’s

Data, and the scattering operator K can be so defined that the normal operator is a PsDOof

order 0, which is real and selfadjoint, and has a homogeneous principal symbol a(x, ξ). We
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will show that we can approximate Ψf in the curvelet domain by application of a diagonal

matrix, if the wavenumbers in f are sufficiently high, relative to the smoothness of the

symbol of Ψ.

So let Ψ = Ψ(x,D) be a pseudodifferential operator of order 0, with homogeneous

principal symbol a(x, ξ). Assuming the operator is selfadjoint and real, the principal symbol

a is also real and has an even symmetry under the transformation ξ ↔ −ξ. In addition, we

make the technical assumption that Ψ is compact, i.e., if f has compact support, then Ψf

also has compact support.

Curvelets in R2 are denoted by ϕµ and we define |µ| = j. The scale j ranges from some

positive number jmin, to infinity (or jmax in an implementation). The central position and

wave vector for the curvelet will be denoted by (xµ, ξµ), we let θµ = ξµ/‖ξµ‖ be the angle

of the curvelet.

Next, we give some consequences of the localization of the curvelet in the space and

Fourier domains. The support of a curvelet in the Fourier domain is contained in one of

the domains ±ξ2 > ε|ξ1|, or ±ξ1 > ε|ξ2|, for some small ε, say we are in the first case,

then ξ2 can be used as the radial coordinate, with ξ1/ξ2 the angular coordinate in the

Fourier domain. From the localization properties w.r.t. the angular coordinate, it follows

that (ξ1/ξ2− ξµ,1/ξµ,2) is bounded by C12−bj/2c on the support of the curvelet and with C1

some finite positive constant (from here on we assume that any constant Ci is finite and

positive), so that

‖(ξ1/ξ2 − ξµ,1/ξµ,2)ϕ̂µ‖L2(R2) ≤ C12−bj/2c. (11)

Localization in the space domain follows from the smoothness of the defining functions in
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the Fourier domain, in the radial direction we have

‖θµ · (x− xµ)ϕµ‖L2(R2
)
≤ C22−j

with C2 another finite constant. For the other directions we have a weaker estimate, as the

curvelet is in the Fourier domain narrower, and therefore in the space domain wider in the

directions normal to θµ

‖(x− xµ)ϕµ‖L2(R2
)
≤ C32−bj/2c.

In fact parallel results hold for curvelets in Rd.

We now compare the application of a PsDO to a curvelet with simply multiplying by

the value of the symbol at (xµ, ξµ). The result will be proved for x in Rd.

Lemma 1. Suppose a is in the symbol class S0
1,0, then, with C ′ some constant, the following

holds

‖(Ψ(x,D)− a(xν , ξν))ϕν‖L2(Rn
) ≤ C ′2−|ν|/2. (12)

To approximate Ψ, we define the sequence u := (uµ)µ∈M = a(xµ, ξµ). Let DΨ be the

diagonal matrix with entries given by u. Next we state our result on the approximation of

Ψ by CTDΨC.

Theorem 1. The following estimate for the error holds

‖(Ψ(x,D)− CTDΨC)ϕµ‖L2(Rn
) ≤ C ′′2−|µ|/2, (13)

where C ′′ is a constant depending on Ψ.

This main result is proved in Appendix A and it shows that the approximation error for

the diagonal approximation decreases for increasingly finer scales, j. The approximation

derives from the property that the symbol is slowly varying over the support of a curvelet

when the velocity model is sufficiently smooth.
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Decomposition of the normal operator

By virtue of Theorem 1, the normal operator can approximately be factorized into

(
Ψϕµ

)
(x) '

(
CTDΨCϕµ

)
(x) (14)

=
(
AAT ϕµ

)
(x)

with A := CT
√

DΨ and AT :=
√

DΨC. Because the seismic reflectivity can be written as a

superposition of curvelets, the ϕµ can be replaced with the model m. The normal equation

(cf. Eq. 4) can now be rewritten in the following approximate form

y(x) =
(
Ψm

)
(x) + e(x)

'
(
AAT m

)
(x) + e(x)

= Ax0 + e. (15)

The symbol ' in these expressions is used to indicate that the approximation is only valid

for models that are sufficiently close to a reference vector. Moreover, the identity only

holds to within some constant. This approximation for the forward model forms the point

of departure for our seismic amplitude recovery algorithm.

To illustrate the above results, a numerical approximation of a PsDO is applied to a

number of curvelets at different location, angles and scales. This PsDOcorresponds to the

normal operator associated with a seismic experiment with a velocity model containing a

low-velocity lens (see Fig. 4(a)). The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2(b), 2(d) display the results of applying the PsDO to three different coarse- and fine-

scale curvelets (Fig. 2(a), 2(c)). The Fourier-domain images are plotted in Fig. 2(f), 2(h).

Comparing the imaged curvelets with their originals, shows that curvelets remain invariant

as long as they lie in the support of the normal operator. Steep dipping curvelets are out-
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side the support of the operator and this explains the deterioration of their amplitudes for

steep dips. As predicted by Theorem 1, the normal operator becomes more diagonal for

increasingly finer scales, an observation reflected in the behavior of the coarse- versus the

fine-scale curvelets. Not only is this observation consistent with the microlocal correspon-

dence of curvelets reported by (10) but it is also consistent with the fact that the PsDO ’s

correspond to high-frequency approximations of the normal operator.

Estimation of the diagonal

The discrete normal operator: Before proceeding with the formulation of the seismic

image recovery problem, a method is introduced to estimate the diagonal entries of DΨ.

These entries are calculated from applying a discrete implementation of the normal operator

to some appropriately chosen reference vector. This discrete normal operator is given by

the composition of the discretized scattering operator that relates the discretized reflectivity

to the discretized data and its adjoint the migration operator. This compound operator

corresponds to a matrix-free implementation for Ψ := KTK ∈ RM×M with K ∈ RL×M the

scattering matrix and L and M the length of the data and image vectors.

The discrete curvelet transform: For the numerical implementation of the curvelet

transform, the fast discrete curvelet transform via wrapping (7) is used, which corresponds

to a matrix-free implementation of the tall curvelet decomposition matrix C ∈ RN×M with

N = #{M} � M with the symbol # denoting ’number of’. This transform yields a

redundant coefficient vector c = Cr with c ∈ RN . For this choice of curvelet transform,

the pseudo-inverse equals the transpose, i.e., CTc = C†c. The transform is a numerical

isometry that preserves energy, i.e., ‖r‖ = ‖Cr‖, so we have CTCr = Id r in the `2 sense.
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Since the discrete curvelet representation is overcomplete, with a moderate redundancy (a

factor of roughly 8 for d = 2), the converse is not the identity, i.e., CCT r is a projection.

Because CCT is a projection, not every curvelet vector is the forward transform of some

discrete vector f .

Non-uniqueness: The estimation of the diagonal DΨ involves the calculation of a diag-

onal curvelet-domain weighting vector that approximates the action of the normal operator

on an appropriately chosen reference vector r, i.e., CTDΨCr ' Ψr (cf. Eq. 13). This estima-

tion problem can be formulated in terms of a least-squares minimization problem. Define the

’data’ vector as b = Ψr, i.e., the migrated demigrated reference vector. Let DΨ = diag(u),

with u ∈ RN , be the diagonal curvelet-domain weighting matrix with coefficients (uµ)µ∈M

on its diagonal and calculate the curvelet transform of the reference vector v = Cr. The

diagonal estimation problem can now be formulated as finding the vector u that minimizes

‖b − Pu‖2 with P := CT diag(v) and b ∈ RM the known demigrated-migrated reference

vector. Unfortunately, because of the redundancy of the curvelet transform (M � N), there

are many possible solutions to this minimization problem, which gives rise to an undesired

non-uniqueness.

Regularization via smoothness in phase space: One of the consequences of the non-

uniqueness is the existence of negative entries in the estimated diagonal. These entries are

inconsistent with the fact that Ψ is positive definite. Therefore, a regularization is needed

that leads to an estimate for the diagonal with positive entries only. We argue that this can

be accomplished by imposing smoothness in phase space. This smoothness is a property

of the symbol that describes the behavior of the normal operator. In the curvelet domain,
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this smoothness translates to a smoothness in the amplitudes amongst neighboring points

on the curvelet grid. For each entry in the diagonal, this smoothness can be imposed by

including an additional penalty term in the least-squares formulation for the estimation of

the diagonal. This damped least-squares problem can be formulated as

ũ = arg min
u

1
2
‖b−Pu‖22 + η2‖Lu‖22, (16)

where L =
[
DT

1 DT
2 DT

θ

]T is a so-called sharpening operator, penalizing fluctuations

amongst neighboring coefficients in u. D1,2 contain first-order differences at each scale

in the x1,2 directions, i.e., D1,2 =
[
Djmin

1,2 · · ·D
jmax
1,2

]
with Dj

1,2 the differences at the jth

scale in the spatial directions, and Dθ the first-order differences in the θ direction, i.e.,

Dθ =
[
Djmin

θ · · ·Djmax

θ

]
with Dj

θ the difference in the angle direction at the jth scale.

These differences are scale dependent because the curvelet grid changes for each scale. The

emphasis on the penalty term with respect to the misfit is controlled by η.

Estimation with positivity constraints: To ensure a correct balance between the mis-

fit and the penalty functional, Eq. 16 is solved for a series of increasing Lagrange multipliers

η. For each η, the following system of equations is inverted P

ηL

u =

b

0

 (17)

with 0 a column vector with N zero entries. For a given reference vector, the diagonal

estimation procedure consists of the following steps. Apply the normal operator to the

reference vector and calculate its curvelet coefficients. Set the Lagrange multiplier to ηmin

and solve Eq. 16 by inverting the system of equations in Eq. 17. Subsequently, increase η

by ∆η and repeat this procedure until all diagonal elements of ũ are nonnegative. Even

though we do not have a proof of convergence for this method, increasing the η leads to
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positive entries for large enough η. The steps of this estimation procedure are summarized

in Table. 1.

Calculate: b = Ψr and v = Cr.

Set: η = ηmin;

while ∃ (ũµ)µ∈M < 0 do

Solve

ũ = arg minu
1
2‖b−Pu‖22 + η2‖Lu‖22

Increase the Lagrange multiplier

λ = η + ∆η

end while

Table 1: Algorithm for the estimation of the diagonal via regularized least-squares inversion.

The Lagrange multiplier, η, is increased up to the point that all entries in the vector for

the diagonal are positive.

Example: The procedure outlined above is tested on a stylized example with a veloc-

ity model given by a low-velocity lens (Fig. 4(a)) and a bandwidth-limited reflectivity

(Fig. 4(b)), consisting of three events. The low-velocity zone is representative of a gas

lens in the overburden. Data is generated from this reflectivity with a zero-order linearized

Born modeling and consists of 32 shot records with 500 receivers each. For more details on

the migration code, refer to (43) and to the numerical experiment section at the end of this

paper. The data is subsequently imaged (Fig. 4(c)). This image and the bandwidth-limited

reflectivity (Fig. 4(b)) define the ’data’ vector b (cf. Eq. 17) and the reference vector r
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used to estimate ũ according to the algorithm presented in Table 1. Fig. 5 displays the

curvelet vectors for increasing η = {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. These plots clearly illustrate that ũ

becomes positive for η large enough (η ≥ 1 in this case). Fig. 4(d) contains the diagonal

approximation of the normal operator for the diagonal estimated with η = 1. Comparison

between the results of applying the normal operator (Fig. 4(c)) and its diagonal approxi-

mation (Fig. 4(d)), shows a nice correspondence. The relative `2-error between the actual

image its approximation is 6.1 %. This value corresponds to a moderate size for the constant

C ′′ in the bound for the approximation error (Theorem 1).

STABLE SEISMIC IMAGE RECOVERY

Our formulation for the seismic amplitude recovery problem banks on two fundamental

properties of curvelets, namely their ability to detect wave-fronts and their invariance

under the normal operator. The combination of these two properties allow for a robust

solution of the recovery problem in terms of a nonlinear optimization problem. In this

section, the different steps that lead to this formulation are discussed starting with an

argumentation why curvelets compress seismic images, followed by a quick review of `1-

promoted image recovery, its extension to the seismic situation and its solution by a cooling

method.

Curvelet frames for seismic images

The sedimentary crust consists of sheet-like layers that correspond to functions with sin-

gularities along piece-wise smooth curves. These singularities are associated with rapid

variations in the medium fluctuations at which seismic waves reflect. During seismic imag-
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ing, these singularities are recovered. Examples of singularities imaged from real seismic

data can be found in Fig. 1(a). This image can be considered as a bandwidth limited ver-

sion of a function with singularities on piece-wise C2 curves that may include faults and

pinch outs (see e.g., Fig. 4(b) and 8(a) that are examples of synthetic reflectivity models).

Fourier (and also wavelet) transforms are known to perform poorly on this type of functions

(9; 12). This poor performance can be explained by the inability of the Fourier transform

to localize and the lack of directivity of wavelets. Only when oriented perpendicular to the

interfaces, wavelets decay rapidly. Since wavelets lack directionality, they can not resolve

these directions, known as the wavefront set. This inability explains why wavelets do not

significantly improve the compression rate for seismic images. Curvelet frames, on the other

hand, are designed to detect the wavefront set (9; 11; 6; 8) and lead, as shown in Fig. 6,

to better empirical compression rates for real and synthetic seismic images. This improved

compression rate explains the accurate reconstruction in Fig. 1(a) of a real seismic image

from only 3% of the curvelet coefficients and is consistent with the theoretical nonlinear

approximations rates reported in the literature (see e.g. 9). These rates correspond to a rate

of O(P−2) for curvelets, with P the number of largest entries used in the approximation,

while Fourier and wavelets only attain O(P−1/2) and O(P−1), respectively. The empirical

rates plotted in Fig. 6 seem to confirm these theoretical findings.

Stable recovery

Because of the redundancy of the curvelet transform, CCT is a projection and this means

that not every curvelet vector is a forward transform of a vector f . Therefore, the vector x0

can not readily be calculated from f = CTx0, because there exist infinitely many coefficient

vectors whose inverse transform equals f . Recent work on in the field of compressive sensing
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has shown that rectangular matrices such as the curvelet matrix, C ∈ RN×M with N �M ,

can stably be inverted through a nonlinear sparsity promoting optimization program. These

nonlinear recovery methods require fast decay for the magnitude sorted curvelet coefficients

(for detail refer to the extensive literature on stable recovery also known as compressed

sensing. See e.g. 39; 23; 13).

Following these results, the vector x0 can be recovered from noise-corrupted data

y = Ax0 + n (18)

with A := CT . As long as the signal is sufficiently compressible x0 can successfully be

recovered to within the noise level. This recovery involves the solution of a constrained

convex optimization problem

P1 :


x̃ = minx ‖x‖1 :=

∑N
j=1 |xj | subject to ‖y −Ax‖2 ≤ ε

m̃ = Ax.

(19)

For certain matrices A, the solution of this unconstrained optimization problem lies to

within the noise level (see e.g. 13; 23). The optimization problem P1 is known as the

constrained variation of the LASSO (46) and the basis-pursuit denoising (BPDN) (15)

algorithms.

As part of the optimization, the sparsity vector is fitted within the tolerance ε. This

tolerance depends on the noise level given by the standard deviation of the noise vector.

Since n1···M ∈ N(0, σ2), the probability of ‖n‖22 exceeding its mean by plus or minus two

standard deviations is small. The ‖n‖22 is distributed according the χ2-distribution with

mean M · σ2 and standard deviation
√

2M · σ2. By choosing ε2 = σ2(M + ν
√

2M) with

ν = 2, we remain within the mean plus or minus two standard deviations. Following

(23), the above constrained optimization problem (P1), is replaced by a series of simpler
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unconstrained optimization problems

Pλ :


minx ‖y −Ax‖22 + λ‖x‖1

m̃ = Ax̃.

(20)

These optimization problems depend on the Lagrange multiplier λ. A cooling method

is used, where Pλ is solved for a Lagrange multiplier λ that is slowly decreased from a

large starting value λ1 < ‖ATy‖∞. The optimal x̃ is found for the largest λ for which

‖y−Ax̃‖2 ≤ ε. During the optimization, the underdetermined frame matrix A is inverted

by imposing the sparsity promoting `1-norm. This norm regularizes the inverse problem of

finding the unknown coefficient vector (see also 18). We refer to (22; 47) for the recovery

conditions for Eq.’s 19 and 20.

Solution by iterative thresholding

Following (18; 23) and ideas dating back to (25), Eq. 27 is solved by an iterative thresholding

technique that derives from the Landweber descent method. The method consist of an outer

loop during which the Lagrange multiplier is lowered and an inner loop during which Pλ is

solved. The inner loop is initialized by the solution obtained from the previous outer loop

starting with zero vector for the first iteration. After m iterations of the outer cooling loop,

the estimated coefficient vector is computed for fixed λ by the following inner loop

xm+1 = Tλ

(
xm + AT (y −Axm)

)
(21)

with λ = λm and

Tλ(x) := sgn(x) ·max(0, |x| − |λ|). (22)

As shown by (18), this iteration for fixed λ converges to the solution of Eq. 27 for m large
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enough and ‖A‖ < 1. The cost for each iteration is a curvelet synthesis and subsequent

analysis.

Stable seismic recovery

The main purpose is to estimate the relative amplitudes of seismic images from data that

is possibly contaminated with noise. This data is represented by the discretized linearized

forward model

d = Km + n (23)

with K the discrete linearized Born modeling operator. Applying the adjoint of this operator

to the data vector creates a noisy image (cf. Eq. 4)

y = Ψm + e. (24)

With the curvelet decomposition of the normal operator (cf. Eq. 15) in discrete form, i.e.,

Ψm ' AATm, (25)

this expression can be rewritten into the following approximate form

y ' Ax0 + e (26)

with A := CTΓ and Γ :=
√

DΨ. To avoid instabilities related to small entries in the

estimated diagonal u, we set DΨ = diag (ũ+δ)/δ with δ some small parameter. Comparing

this image representation with the one in Eq. 18 shows that these expressions are equivalent,

aside from the noise term. While the noise in Eq. 18 is white and Gaussian, the noise term

in Eq. 26 is colored by the migration operator. The expectation for the covariance of this

colored noise term equals E{eeT } = σ2Ψ ' σ2AAT . Because the nonlinear recovery of

the vector x0 involves the inversion of the matrix A in which the covariance is factored,
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the noise term is approximately whitened. To understand this whitening, consider the

pseudo-inverse A† = Γ−1C which, when applied to e, approximately whitens the noise in

the curvelet domain. This whitening is a well-known property of WVD techniques.

The nonlinear recovery of seismic images now involves solving

P′
1 :


x̃ = minx ‖x‖1 :=

∑N
j=1 |xj | subject to ‖y −Ax‖2 ≤ ε

m̃ =
(
AT

)† x̃.

(27)

The main assumption underlying this formulation is that the curvelet vector of the model

remains (approximately) sparse after application of the normal operator. This assump-

tion is valid when the curvelets remain sufficiently invariant under this operator. In that

case, the nonlinear program (P′
1) approximately inverts the normal operator in two stages,

namely during the `1-norm regularized inversion of the synthesis matrix, yielding a sparse

estimate for the curvelet coefficient vector, and during the calculation of the model vector

via the pseudo-inverse of AT . During each stage, the ’square-root’ of the normal operator

is approximately inverted.

SPARSITY- AND CONTINUITY-ENHANCED SEISMIC IMAGE

RECOVERY

The above formulation provides a stable recovery for the amplitudes of seismic images, the

relative strengths of the fluctuations in m, without the necessity of multiple evaluations of

the normal operator. This recovery is only accurate when the proposed diagonal approxima-

tion (cf. Eq. 25) provides an adequate approximation to the normal operator. The accuracy

of this approximation depends on the available scales in the seismic image (cf. Theorem. 1),

on the complexity of the background velocity model, the acquisition geometry and the close-
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ness of the reference r to the actual unknown model m. For the remainder of this paper, we

assume the acquisition to be ideal and the reference vector to be close to the actual model.

Anisotropic diffusion: Aside from the aforementioned factors that enter into the seismic

recovery problem, there is the issue of how to limit spurious curvelet artifacts. These arti-

facts are either related to the so-called “pseudo Gibb’s” phenomenon (or better side-band

effects (see 12)), inherent to curvelet or other harmonic expansions. To reduce these spuri-

ous artifacts, the sparsity enhancing penalty functional in Eq. 27 is complemented with an

additional continuity-enhancing penalty functional. This functional enhances the continuity

along the imaged reflectors, which tend to be smooth in the tangential directions. By ap-

plying an anisotropic smoothing technique, the ’wavefront’ set of the imaged reflectivity is

preserved. This technique differs from commonly used edge-preserving penalty functionals

such as total variation (TV) (see e.g. 16; 38) that tend to remove the oscillatory behavior

of the reflectors in the normal direction.

The anisotropic-diffusion penalty term (see e.g. 24) is given by

Jc(m) = ‖Λ1/2∇m‖22, (28)

with ∇ the discretized gradient matrix defined as ∇ =
[
DT

1 DT
2

]T . The block-diagonal

matrix Λ is location dependent (see Fig. 10, which plots the gradients) and rotates the

gradient towards the tangents of the reflecting surfaces. This rotation matrix is given by

Λ[r] =
1

‖∇r‖22 + 2υ


+D2r

−D1r

 (
+D2r −D1r

)
+ υId

 , (29)

with Di the discretized derivative in the ith coordinate direction and υ a parameter that

controls the fluctuations for regions where the gradient is small. Following (3), this control
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parameter is set proportional to the median of |∇r| with | | the length of each gradient

vector (white arrows in Fig. 10). Similar to the diagonal approximation, a reference vector

derived from the migrated image (cf. Eq. 24) is used to calculate the tangential directions

of the reflecting surfaces.

By combining the two different penalty terms that promote sparsity and continuity, we

finally arrive at our formulation for the seismic-amplitude recovery problem

Pε :


minx J(x) subject to ‖y −Ax‖2 ≤ ε

m̃ =
(
AT

)† x,

(30)

in which the composite penalty term J(x) is given by

J(x) = αJs(x) + βJc(x), (31)

with α, β ≥ 0 and α + β = 1. The Js(x) = ‖x‖1 is the `1-norm. The second term in the

penalty term is given by Jc(x) = ‖Λ1/2∇
(
AT

)† x‖22. Because the optimization is carried

out over x and not over the model vector m, this expression includes a pseudo-inverse that

is calculated with a few iterations of the LSQR algorithm (35).

The cooling method: The above nonlinear optimization problem (Pε) is solved with a

cooling method (see e.g. 39). This method consists of a series of thresholded Landweber

iterations that solve a series of unconstrained subproblems for decreasing λ. Since this

method only requires knowledge of the Jacobians at each iteration, it is relatively straight-

forward to include the Jacobian of the additional continuity-enhancing penalty functional

Jc(x). For data given by Eq. 18, the iterations of the cooling method for a particular cooling

parameter λ consist of the following three main steps:

Step 1: update of the Jacobian of 1
2‖y −Ax‖22:
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x← x + AT (y −Ax) ; (32)

Step 2: project onto the `1 ball S = {‖x‖1 ≤ ‖x0‖1} by soft thresholding

x← Tλ(x); (33)

Step 3: project onto the anisotropic diffusion ball C = {x : J(x) ≤ J(x0)} by

x← x− β∇xJc(x) (34)

with

∇xJc(x) = 2A†∇ ·
(
Λ∇

((
AT

)†
x
))

. (35)

Remember that steps 1 &2 with ‖A‖ ≤ 1 converge to the solution of Eq. 27 for a fixed

λ. During step 3, the coefficients are updated according to the gradient of the anisotropic

diffusion norm designed to reduce spurious artifacts. The different steps of our algorithm

are summarized in Table 2. To ensure sparsity, the algorithm is started by setting x0 = 0.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The presented method depends on the availability of a reference vector with an image

that is sufficiently close to the unknown model. As in most Krylov-subspace solvers, we

derive the reference vector from the migrated image (matched filter) as an initial guess.

Since waves are subject to spherical spreading, a depth-dependent correction is applied to

the migrated image (cf. Eq. 24). This corrected image serves as input for the diagonal

estimation procedure and the calculation of the anisotropic difussion norm. The image

recovery procedure consists of the following steps
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Initialize:

m = 0;

x0 = 0;

y = KTd;

Choose:

M and L

‖ATy‖∞ > λ1 > λ2 > · · ·

while ‖y −Ax̃‖2 > ε do

m = m + 1;

xm = xm−1;

for l = 1 to L do

xm = Tλm

(
xm + AT (y − xm)

)
{Iterative thresholding}

end for

Anisotropic descent update;

xm = xm − β∇xm Jc(xm);

end while

x̃ = xm; m̃ =
(
AT

)† x̃.

Table 2: Sparsity-and continuity-enhancing recovery of seismic amplitudes.
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1. Obtain the reference vector, r, by imaging the data with Eq. 24, followed by applying

the depth correction.

2. Use the reference vector, r, to estimate the diagonal matrix, diag(ũ), with the proce-

dure outlined in Table 1;

3. Define the synthesis and analysis matrices A and AT ;

4. Calculate the rotation matrix, Λ, (cf. Eq. 29) for the continuity promoting penalty

functional;

5. Solve the optimization problem Pε (Eq. 30) with the algorithm outlined in Table 2.

This yields the estimate for the amplitude-corrected image, m̃;

6. Optionally goto 1 with r := m̃;

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The recovery method is applied to a synthetic imaging example for data of the SEG/EAGE

AA′ salt model (34; 1). The original velocity model and its smoothed version that defines

the background velocity model, used by the migration operators, are included in Fig. 7.

To avoid multiple reflections, the background velocity model is averaged over a window of

size 720×720 m. The reflectivity (velocity perturbation) is defined as the band-pass filtered

difference between the smoothed velocity model and a slightly less smoothed velocity model.

The density is assumed to be constant. Fig. 8(a) shows the reflectivity model that is 3.6 km

by 15.3 km with a grid spacing of 24 m in the vertical and horizontal coordinate directions.

This reflectivity was used to generate data with the linearized Born modeling operator.
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The migrated image: A two-way reverse-time migration code with checkpointing was

used to conduct the experiments. This two-dimensional (d = 2) time-domain code, devel-

oped by (43), has absorbing boundary conditions and is based on the adjoint-state method.

The migration operator is derived from the gradient of a descent algorithm for least-squares

inversion (see 43, and the references therein). The data is generated with the adjoint of the

migration operator, which corresponds to the linearized Born approximation. This Born

modeling operator generates data without nonlinear events such as multiple reflections. The

migration operator and its adjoint are made zero-order by applying a half-order fractional

integration on the source wavelet. We choose a source wavelet with a relatively broad tem-

poral frequency band [5 − 60]Hz. The data consists of 324 shots with 176 receivers each

with a shot at every 48 m, yielding a maximum offset of 4.224 km. Each geophone records

626 time samples with a sample interval of 8 ms, which amounts to 5 s of data.

The 8000 time-step linearized Born modeling takes about 64min with 68 CPU’s on a

MPI cluster, while the migration takes about 294 min. These computation times explain why

calculating the pseudo-inverse of the normal operator becomes computationally prohibitive

in real applications where the images are three dimensional (d = 3).

Fig. 8 shows the original reflectivity and the migrated image obtained with Eq. 24. The

image suffers from amplitude deterioration due to spherical spreading and bad illumination.

Despite the overall amplitude deterioration for steep reflectors and events at increasing

depths, the migration resolves most of the singularities in the image (cf. Fig 8(a) and

8(b)).

Diagonal estimation: After applying corrections for the spherical spreading, the mi-

grated data serves as the reference vector. This reference vector is used to compute the
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diagonal approximation for the normal operator and for the calculation of the gradients. Be-

cause the image deterioration between the reference vector (Fig. 9(a)) and the demigrated-

migrated reference vector (Fig. 9(b)) is similar to the amplitude deterioration observed when

comparing the ’unknown’ true and imaged reflectivities (cf. Fig. 8), the images in Fig’s. 9(a)

and 9(b) should be adequate as input for the diagonal estimation procedure outlined in Ta-

ble 1. To avoid instabilities related to small entries in the estimated diagonal diag ũ, we

set Γ = diag (ũ + δ)/δ with δ = 0.2. The result of applying the estimated diagonal to the

bandwidth-limited reflectivity of Fig. 8(a) is included in Fig. 9(c) and shows that most of

the imprint of the normal operator is captured by the diagonal approximation.

Seismic amplitude recovery for the SEG AA′ model: With the diagonal approx-

imation in place, the amplitude corrections are applied with the procedure presented in

Table 2. The anisotropic diffusion penalty term is calculated from the gradients plotted

in Fig. 10. The results of the amplitude recovery are summarized in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a)

depicts the result obtained by only applying a `1-norm penalty (β = 0). The image is

calculated by lowering the Lagrange multiplier λ in 20 steps from a value that corresponds

to a threshold that removes all but 5 % of the coefficients to a Lagrange multiplier that

only removes 1% of the curvelet coefficients. For each intermediate λ, the inner loop is

repeated 5 times (L=5). The result of this norm-one optimization are plotted in Fig. 11(a).

The image shows a clear improvement over the image plotted in Fig. 9(a). Not only is the

spherical divergence corrected in a stable manner, but the amplitude of the steep reflections

events are recovered as well. There are, however, some small remaining artifacts related to

side-band effects (12). By including the continuity-enhancing penalty functional most of

the aforementioned artifacts can be removed as can be seen from Fig. 11(b). In this exam-
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ple, the sparsity- and continuity-enhancing norms are weighted equally, i.e. α = β = 1/2

in Eq. 31. To further illustrate the migration amplitude recovery, detailed plots for dif-

ferent traces of the recovered the amplitudes are included in Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a) compares

vertical traces of the original, migrated and amplitude recovered images. The traces are

normalized with respect to the first reflector and the plots show that the amplitudes are

nicely recovered. Similarly, the amplitudes along the horizontal reflector at z = 3432m,

are nicely recovered. The improvement in the recovered amplitudes is also apparent from

Fig. 12(c) that contains the average vertical-wavenumber amplitude spectra of the original,

the imaged and the recovered reflectivity.

Seismic amplitude recovery from noisy data: So far, the examples were noise free.

In practice, seismic data volumes contain several sources of clutter, ranging from coherent

nonlinear events, such as multiple reflections, to incoherent measurement errors. In this

paper, only the recovery from incoherent contamination is considered. Sources of coherent

clutter can be removed by using curvelet-based signal separation techniques reported else-

where (29). An image computed from data with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 3 dB is

included in Fig. 13(a). As shown in Eq. 24, the image now contains an additional contribu-

tion due to the noise. This noise contribution is clearly visible throughout the image as a

non-stationary clutter and leads to a deterioration of the image quality. The clutter in the

image space, however, is significantly smaller than in the data space, as can be observed

from the noisy shot record plotted in Fig. 14(b). The difference in noise levels between

the data and image spaces can be explained by the 154-fold redundancy of the data space

compared to the image space (L = 154×M).

The result for the amplitude recovery of the noisy data are included in Fig. 13(b) and
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this figure shows that the migration amplitudes can stably be recovered, leading to a signif-

icant improvement in the SNR for the image (9.2 dB for the image in Fig. 13(b) as opposed

to (1.5 dB for the noisy image which includes the error due to the imprint of the normal

operator). This improved image was obtained using the algorithm of table 2, with the same

settings as in the noise-free example except for the lowest value of the Lagrange multiplier,

which is now set to a larger value depending calculated from the noise level. From Fig. 13(b),

one can see that the noise contamination has largely been removed. Moreover, the ampli-

tudes have been restored in particular for the steep events at depth. Data generated from

the estimated image, d̃ = Km̃ shows a significant removal of the noise (cf. Fig. 14(b)-

14(c)), with reflection events that match the noise-free data plotted in Fig. 14(a). This

visual improvements leads to an improvement of SNR for the data of 19.2 dB.

CONCLUSIONS

Initial findings

The method presented in this paper combines the compression of images by curvelets with

the invariance of this transform under the normal operator. This combination allows for a

formulation of a stable recovery method for seismic amplitudes. During the recovery, the

normal operator is approximately inverted. Compared to other approaches for migration

scaling, the presented method (i) includes a theoretical bound on the L2 − error for the

diagonal approximation in the curvelet domain; (ii) prescribes a procedure for the estimation

of the diagonal from numerical implementations of the imaging operators; (iii) formulates

the amplitude recovery problem as a nonlinear optimization problem, where the inversion of

the diagonalized normal operator is regularized by imposing sparsity in the curvelet domain
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and continuity along the imaged reflectors.

As long as the background velocity model is sufficiently smooth and there is a reference

vector available close enough to the actual reflectivity, the normal operator can be approxi-

mated by a diagonal weighting in the curvelet domain. The theoretical approximation error

is scale-dependent and decreases for finer scales, an observation consistent with the microlo-

cal properties of the normal operator and curvelets in the high-frequency limit. Estimation

of the diagonal exploits smoothness of the symbol by penalizing neighboring entries in the

diagonal that fluctuate. These fluctuations are inconsistent with the smoothness of the

symbol. For a sufficiently large Lagrange multiplier, the regularized least-squares estima-

tion for the diagonal leads to positive entries. Numerical experiments with the diagonal

approximation showed a moderate-sized constant for the bound of the theoretical error.

The diagonal approximation is used to formulate the seismic amplitude recovery in

terms of a constrained optimization problem. The amplitude-corrected image is obtained

by solving this sparsity- and continuity-promoting optimization problem. The invariance

of curvelets under the normal operator preserves the sparsity. The cost of computing the

diagonal approximation is one demigration-migration per reference vector, which is much

less compared to the cost of Krylov-based least-squares inversion. The recovery results show

an overall improvement of the image quality. The joined sparsity- and continuity-enhanced

image has diminished artifacts, improved resolution and recovered amplitudes.

Extension to prestack imaging

The discussion has been on ’post-stack’ images obtained after applying the zero-offset imag-

ing condition. When the velocity model is correct, images are smooth along the redundant
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coordinate in pre-stack angle gathers. This smoothness property has been used in velocity

analyses methods such as differential semblance (44) and is suitable for the framework laid

down in this paper. Besides the `1- and continuity norms, the amplitude recovery can also

exploit the smoothness along the redundant angle coordinate. The fact that smoothness

translates to sparsity is especially exciting because it allows to further exploit the results

from the field of compressed sensing.

Recent related work

During the revision, we were informed of recent work by William Symes on optimal scaling

of reverse-time migration (42). This work and recent work by (26) attempt to invert the

normal operator by estimating a diagonal approximation from a reference vector, typically

given by the migrated image, and the demigrated-migrated reference vector. Smoothness of

the diagonal approximation is also imposed by both authors by parameterizing the diagonal

as a smooth function in the spatial domain. Our approach goes several steps further by

imposing smoothness in phase space and by making use of the curvelet transform that allows

for the inversion of the diagonal using the methods of stable image recovery.

Choice of the reference vector

Having access to a proper reference vector is a prerequisite for the success of the method

presented in this paper. Selection of the appropriate reference is somewhat reminiscent

of finding a good initial guess for Krylov subspace methods. In this paper, we took a

data-driven approach by using the migrated image (matched-filter result) as a first guess.

Our formulation allows for multiple reference vectors and we hope to report on appropriate
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selection strategies for reference vectors in the future. This investigation will include an

analysis of the sensitivity of our method to the accuracy of the velocity model.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS OF LEMMA 1 AND THEOREM 1

We first prove Theorem 1 from Lemma 1, we then prove the Lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. CT acting on a vector c = {cµ}µ∈M in `2 is simply given by CTc =∑
ν cνϕν . Hence,

CTDΨCϕµ =
∑

ν

(Cϕµ)νa(xν , ξν)ϕν .

The difference (Ψ(x,D)− CTDΨC)ϕµ can be written as, using that CT C = Id,

∑
ν

(Cϕµ)ν(Ψ(x,D)− a(xν , ξν))ϕν

The vector (Cϕµ)ν is bounded in `2(M) of vectors with curvelet indices, and its entries can

only be nonzero if |µ| − 2 ≤ |ν| ≤ |µ|+ 2, since the support of two curvelets in the Fourier

domain is disjoint when curvelets are two or more scales apart. It follows that

‖(Ψ(x,D)− CTDΨC)ϕµ‖2L2(Rn
)
≤ C6

∑
ν

‖(Cϕµ)ν(A(x,D)− a(xν , ξν))ϕν‖2L2(Rd)

≤ C7

∑
ν

2−|ν||(Cϕµ)ν |2 ≤ C82−|µ|/2.
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Proof of Lemma 1. Possibly after a coordinate transformation, which does not affect the

pseudodifferential nature of Ψ, we may assume that ξµ = (0, . . . , 0, λ), we will write ξ′ =

(ξ1, . . . , ξd−1).

We may take |ν| greater than some minimum value, so that the support in the wavenum-

ber domain is away from ξ = 0. We can then assume that the principal symbol is homo-

geneous of order 0 in the support of the curvelet. On the support of the curvelet in the

Fourier domain the symbol can be written as a(x, ξ′

ξn
). We apply a preparation theorem to

this term. There are C∞ functions bn(x, ξ′/ξd), n = 1, . . . , 2d− 1, such that

a(x, ξ′/ξd)− a(xν , ξ
′
ν/ξν,d)

=
d∑

n=1

(x− xν)nbn(x, ξ′/ξd) +
d−1∑
n=1

(
ξn

ξd
− ξν,n

ξν,d

)
bd+n(x, ξ′/ξd).

Therefore, we can write

(
Ψ(x,D′/Dd)− a(xν , ξ

′
ν/ξν,d)

)
ϕν

=

[
d∑

n=1

(x− xν)nbn(x,D′/Dd) +
d−1∑
n=1

bd+n(x,D′/Dd)
Dn

Dd

]
ϕν . (A-1)

Consider first the contribution for one of the bn with 1 ≤ n ≤ d. The operator acting on

the curvelet reads

(x− xν)nbn(x,D′/Dd)ϕν

= bn(x,D′/Dd)(x− xν)nϕν + [(x− xν)n, bn(x,D′/Dd)]ϕν .

Because of the support and decay properties of curvelets we have ‖(x−xν)nϕν‖L2 ≤ C
−|ν|/2
9 ,

therefore

‖bn(x,D′/Dd)(x− xν)nϕν‖L2(Rd)
≤ C102−|ν|/2
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By the calculus of pseudodifferential operators, the operator [(x − xν)n, bn(x,D′/Dd)] is a

pseudodifferential operator of order −1, which is continuous H−1(Rd) to L2(Rd) therefore

‖[(x− xν)n, bn(x,D′/Dd)]ϕν‖L2(Rd)
≤ C10‖ϕν‖H−1(Rd

)
≤ C112−|ν|.

Adding the previous two estimates, we find that

‖(x− xν)nbn(x,D′/Dd)ϕν‖L2(Rd)
≤ C122−|ν|/2. (A-2)

We now consider the bn, d + 1 ≤ n ≤ 2d − 1. We must estimate bd+n(x,D′/Dd)Dn
Dd

ϕν . By

(11) we have ‖Dn
Dd

ϕν‖L2(Rn
) ≤ C132−|ν|/2. Therefore,

‖bd+n(x,D′/Dd)
D′

Dd
ϕν‖L2(Rd)

≤ C142−|ν|/2. (A-3)

From (A-1) and the estimates (A-2) and (A-3) for the summands, we find the result.
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LIST OF FIGURES

1 Example of the recovery from different percentages of curvelet coefficients. The

data set concerns a migrated image derived from the Mobil data set. (a) Near perfect re-

covery from p = 99% of the coefficients. (b) Recovery from only p = 3% of the coefficients.

(c) The difference between near perfect recovery (a) and approximate recovery (b). This

difference does not contain substantial coherent energy.

2 Invariance of curvelets under the discretized normal operator Ψ for a smoothly

varying background model (a so-called lens model see Fig. 4(a)). Three coarse-scale curvelets

in the physical domain before (a) and after application of the normal operator (b) in the

physical (a-b) and Fourier domain (e-f). The results for three fine-scale curvelets are plot-

ted in (c-d) for the physical domain and in (g-h) for the Fourier domain. Remark: The

curvelets remain close to invariant under the normal operator, a statement which becomes

more accurate for finer scale which is consistent with Theorem 1. The example also shows

that this statement only holds for curvelets that are in the support of the imaging operator

excluding steeply dipping curvelets.

3 Spatial and frequency representation of curvelets. (a) Four different curvelets in

the spatial domain at three different scales. (b) Dyadic partitioning in the frequency do-

main, where each wedge corresponds to the frequency support of a curvelet in the spatial

domain. This figure illustrates the microlocal correspondence between curvelets in the phys-

ical and Fourier domain. Curvelets are characterized by rapid decay in the physical space

and of compact support in the Fourier space. Notice the correspondence between the ori-

entation of curvelets in the two domains. The 90◦ rotation is a property of the Fourier

transform.

4 Stylized example of the diagonal estimation for a smooth velocity model and a re-
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flectivity consisting of three reflection events including a fault. (a) The smooth background

model with the low-velocity lens. This velocity model is used to calculate the linearized

scattering and migration operators. (b) The bandwidth limited reflectivity; (c) The im-

aged reflectivity from data consisting of 32 shot records with 500 traces each. (d) The

approximated normal operator for diag(ũ) estimated with η = 1. The bandwidth limited

reflectivity in (b) and the image in (c) served as input for the reference and ’data’ vectors

for the diagonal estimation procedure outlined in Table 1. Remarks: the main dimming

of the normal operator is captured by the diagonal approximation. The relative `2-error

between the actual and the approximate normal operator is 6.1 %.

5 Estimates for the diagonal ũ are plotted in (a-d) for increasing η = {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}.

The diagonal is estimated according the procedure outlined in Table 1 with the reference

and ’data’ vectors, v and b, plotted in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). As expected the diagonal becomes

more positive for increasing η.

6 Decay rate for the curvelet coefficients compared to the decay for the coefficients of

Fourier (dashed line) and discrete wavelet transforms (dot-dashed line). (a) Decay rate for

the sorted curvelet coefficients (solid line) of the real migrated image included in Fig. 1(a).

(b) The same as (a) but now for the synthetic reflectivity of the SEG/EAGE AA′ salt

model (cf. Fig. 8(a)). The decay for the curvelet transform clearly compares favorably to

these other two transforms.

7 The SEG/EAGE AA′ salt model (1). (a) The original velocity model; (b) The

smoothed velocity model with a window size of 720× 720 m. Remark: Imaging this model

is a challenge because of the presence of the high-velocity (bright) salt.

8 Imaging of the SEG/EAGE AA′ salt model (1). (a) Reflectivity defined in terms

of the band-pass filtered difference between the smoothed velocity model and a slightly
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less smoothed velocity model. (b) The imaged reflectivity according to Eq. 24. The main

reflection events are present but suffer from deteriorated amplitudes, especially under the

high-velocity salt and for steep reflectors and faults.

9 Images that are input to the diagonal approximation scheme outlined in Table 1.

(a) The reference vector, r, derived from Fig. 8(b), after applying corrections for the

spherical-divergence and receiver-array taper. (b) The demigrated-migrated reference vec-

tor, b = Ψr, that serves as ’data’ for the diagonal estimation. (c) Diagonal approximation

on the original bandwidth-limited reflectivity plotted in (a). This diagonal approximation

by AATm captures the normal operator, Ψm, quite well.

10 Gradient vectors for the reference vector r plotted in Fig. 9(a). The gradients (white

↑’s) are used to calculate the tangential directions along which the additional anisotropic

smoothing is applied.

11 Images after nonlinear recovery (Pε). (a) result with the `1-norm recovery only

(β = 0); (b) recovery with the combined `1 and continuity recovery for α = β = 1/2. The

amplitudes are recovered. The anisotropic diffusion successfully removes the artifacts.

12 Recovery of the amplitudes after normalization with respect to the first event. (a)

Seismic traces of the original reflectivity (dot-dashed line), the migrated reflectivity (dashed

line) and the recovered reflectivity (solid line). (b) Amplitudes along the bottom most hor-

izontal reflector. (c) Average amplitude spectra of the depth-dependent reflectivity. The

original and recovered spectra are normalized to match. Remarks: The nonlinear recovery

corrects for the amplitudes and restores the spectrum.

13 Image amplitude recovery for noisy data (SNR 3 dB). (a) Noise image according

to Eq. 24. (b) Image after nonlinear recovery from noisy data (Pε). The clearly visible

non-stationary noise in (a) is removed during the recovery while the amplitudes are also
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restored. Steeply dipping reflectors denoted by the arrows are also well recovered.

14 ’Denoising’ of a shot record. (a) the noise-free data received by the receiver array.

(b) Noisy data with a SNR of 3 dB. (c) forward modeled data after amplitude recovery.

Observe the significant improvement in the data quality, reflected in an increase for the

SNR of 19.2 dB.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Example of the recovery from different percentages of curvelet coefficients. The

data set concerns a migrated image derived from the Mobil data set. (a) Near perfect re-

covery from p = 99% of the coefficients. (b) Recovery from only p = 3% of the coefficients.

(c) The difference between near perfect recovery (a) and approximate recovery (b). This

difference does not contain substantial coherent energy.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2: Invariance of curvelets under the discretized normal operator Ψ for a smoothly

varying background model (a so-called lens model see Fig. 4(a)). Three coarse-scale

curvelets in the physical domain before (a) and after application of the normal opera-

tor (b) in the physical (a-b) and Fourier domain (e-f). The results for three fine-scale

curvelets are plotted in (c-d) for the physical domain and in (g-h) for the Fourier domain.

Remark: The curvelets remain close to invariant under the normal operator, a statement

which becomes more accurate for finer scale which is consistent with Theorem 1. The ex-

ample also shows that this statement only holds for curvelets that are in the support of the

imaging operator excluding steeply dipping curvelets.

Herrmann et.al. –
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Figure 3: Spatial and frequency representation of curvelets. (a) Four different curvelets

in the spatial domain at three different scales. (b) Dyadic partitioning in the frequency

domain, where each wedge corresponds to the frequency support of a curvelet in the spatial

domain. This figure illustrates the microlocal correspondence between curvelets in the

physical and Fourier domain. Curvelets are characterized by rapid decay in the physical

space and of compact support in the Fourier space. Notice the correspondence between the

orientation of curvelets in the two domains. The 90◦ rotation is a property of the Fourier

transform.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Stylized example of the diagonal estimation for a smooth velocity model and a re-

flectivity consisting of three reflection events including a fault. (a) The smooth background

model with the low-velocity lens. This velocity model is used to calculate the linearized

scattering and migration operators. (b) The bandwidth limited reflectivity; (c) The im-

aged reflectivity from data consisting of 32 shot records with 500 traces each. (d) The

approximated normal operator for diag(ũ) estimated with η = 1. The bandwidth limited

reflectivity in (b) and the image in (c) served as input for the reference and ’data’ vectors

for the diagonal estimation procedure outlined in Table 1. Remarks: the main dimming

of the normal operator is captured by the diagonal approximation. The relative `2-error

between the actual and the approximate normal operator is 6.1 %.

Herrmann et.al. – 52



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Estimates for the diagonal ũ are plotted in (a-d) for increasing η =

{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. The diagonal is estimated according the procedure outlined in Table 1

with the reference and ’data’ vectors, v and b, plotted in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). As expected

the diagonal becomes more positive for increasing η.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Decay rate for the curvelet coefficients compared to the decay for the coefficients of

Fourier (dashed line) and discrete wavelet transforms (dot-dashed line). (a) Decay rate for

the sorted curvelet coefficients (solid line) of the real migrated image included in Fig. 1(a).

(b) The same as (a) but now for the synthetic reflectivity of the SEG/EAGE AA′ salt

model (cf. Fig. 8(a)). The decay for the curvelet transform clearly compares favorably to

these other two transforms.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The SEG/EAGE AA′ salt model (1). (a) The original velocity model; (b) The

smoothed velocity model with a window size of 720× 720 m. Remark: Imaging this model

is a challenge because of the presence of the high-velocity (bright) salt.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Imaging of the SEG/EAGE AA′ salt model (1). (a) Reflectivity defined in terms

of the band-pass filtered difference between the smoothed velocity model and a slightly

less smoothed velocity model. (b) The imaged reflectivity according to Eq. 24. The main

reflection events are present but suffer from deteriorated amplitudes, especially under the

high-velocity salt and for steep reflectors and faults.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Images that are input to the diagonal approximation scheme outlined in Ta-

ble 1. (a) The reference vector, r, derived from Fig. 8(b), after applying corrections for the

spherical-divergence and receiver-array taper. (b) The demigrated-migrated reference vec-

tor, b = Ψr, that serves as ’data’ for the diagonal estimation. (c) Diagonal approximation

on the original bandwidth-limited reflectivity plotted in (a). This diagonal approximation

by AATm captures the normal operator, Ψm, quite well.

Herrmann et.al. –
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Figure 10: Gradient vectors for the reference vector r plotted in Fig. 9(a). The gradi-

ents (white ↑’s) are used to calculate the tangential directions along which the additional

anisotropic smoothing is applied.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Images after nonlinear recovery (Pε). (a) result with the `1-norm recovery only

(β = 0); (b) recovery with the combined `1 and continuity recovery for α = β = 1/2. The

amplitudes are recovered. The anisotropic diffusion successfully removes the artifacts.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 12: Recovery of the amplitudes after normalization with respect to the first event.

(a) Seismic traces of the original reflectivity (dot-dashed line), the migrated reflectivity

(dashed line) and the recovered reflectivity (solid line). (b) Amplitudes along the bottom

most horizontal reflector. (c) Average amplitude spectra of the depth-dependent reflectivity.

The original and recovered spectra are normalized to match. Remarks: The nonlinear

recovery corrects for the amplitudes and restores the spectrum.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Image amplitude recovery for noisy data (SNR 3 dB). (a) Noise image according

to Eq. 24. (b) Image after nonlinear recovery from noisy data (Pε). The clearly visible

non-stationary noise in (a) is removed during the recovery while the amplitudes are also

restored. Steeply dipping reflectors denoted by the arrows are also well recovered.

Herrmann et.al. –
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14: ’Denoising’ of a shot record. (a) the noise-free data received by the receiver

array. (b) Noisy data with a SNR of 3 dB. (c) forward modeled data after amplitude

recovery. Observe the significant improvement in the data quality, reflected in an increase

for the SNR of 19.2 dB.

Herrmann et.al. –
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